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3. WORKING GROUP REPORTS

3.1. Recommended Data for Electron Impact Excitation and Ionisation

of Be*!* and B^* Ions

K. Berrington, R.E.H. Clark and D.L. Moores

1. H-like ions BelV. BV

(a) Excitation

For Is •» 2s and Is •* 2p we recommend the Callaway^] formulas
which are a fit to accurate close-coupling-pseudostate calculations for
the He II isoelectronic sequence. There are no specific calculations for
BelV or BV. Resonances are not included but they only have a small effect
on the collision rate. The accuracy is judged to be 5%.

For more general n •> n' transitions, the Sampson and Zhang[2] formulas
have been checked by Clarkt^] and agree with distorted wave results to 10%
except at low energies where the uncertainty may be up to 25%.

We recommend these formulas for BelV and BV but there is a need for
calculations to examine resonance effects.

(b) Ionization

We recommend the recent calculations of Mooresl^J merged with the
data of PeachtS] at energies above 100 times ionisation energy, for
ground-state ionisation.

Accuracy is estimated to be better than 12%. For ionization from other
states the Golden and Sampson^6] formulae should be used.

2. He-like ions Belli. BIV

(a) Excitation

For Belli Pradhan et alt?] provide good low energy data but there is
some question about the high energy tail which they used to calculate
their tabulated collision rates. We recommend using their low energy
collision strengths and merging these with Clark'ŝ **] new high energy
data to recalculate the rates.

Either Badnellt^] or Clarkt8] Can be used above four times threshold
energy. There is no sophisticated calculation (i.e. with resonances and
channel coupling effects, which can be large, 30-40%) for BIV at low
energies. Berrington is currently doing an R-matrix calculation for BIV
and we recommend using these new data together with high energy data from
Clarkt8!. In this context "high energy" means above 5 times the
excitation energy.
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(b) Ionization

For ground-state ionization of BIV there is good agreement between a
crossed beam measurementC^-03, Distorted-wave exchange calculations[H]
and a semi-empirical formula. Bell et al[26] recommend a cross section
based on these data. We recommend a cross section based on these data
merged with the results of Peach above 100 times threshold. Belli data
should be obtained by scaling the recommended BIV results in the ratio of
the ionisation energies squared. (Accuracy 10%).

For ionization of metastable states (Is2s 1>3S) Coulomb-Born-Exchange
calculations have been performed by Attaourti et alt13! for the
isoelectronic C,N,0 ions. The 0 results differ by 25% from a calculation
by Moores and TullyI143 using COBIONi15!. We recommend scaling the CV
results of Attaourti et al. Accuracy should be ~ 30%.

3. Li-like ions Bell. Bill

(a) Excitation

For Bell we recommend the theoretical cross sections of Mitroy and
Norcross£16] and Parpia et alt17] despite the disagreement with experiment.
For Bill we recommend the new R-matrix calculation for low energy and the
new ClarktS] calculation at high energy: we aim to produce rate coefficients
based on merging these data sets. We do not recommend the Cochrane and
McWhirter g fits because of their omission of resonances.

(b) Ionization

For Bell we recommend the experimental data of Falk and Dunnf28]f merged
with Peach's[5] high energy result. The calculation by Younger[H] is a
factor of 1.26 below experiment.

For Bill we recommend the experimental data of Crandall et alt^l at
energies merged with the high energy calculation of Peacht^l. in this case
the Younger calculation is 10% higher than experiment. Accuracy of both
recommendations is about 30%, or so. We note that autoionisation, though
non-negligible for higher members of this isoelectronic sequence, is small
for Bell and Bill.

4. Be-like ions Bel. BII

(a) Excitation

For neutral Bel we recommend the new R-matrix calculation^^] at low
energies and ClarktS] at high energies: similarly for BII we recommend
the new R-matrix calculation in progress[21] at low energy and ClarkW
at high energies. K. Berrington will merge these two data sets. Accuracy
~ 10%. For metastable states the recommendations are the same.

(b) Ionization

For the Be-like C, N, 0 Jakubowicz and Moorest15! agree well with
Younger[22]# Experimental data are in fair agreement but are affected
by metastable ions. For Bel and Bell we recommend scaling the CIII
calculations, though more work is required here. Accuracy is judged to be
25% - 30%.
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For ionization out of the metastable Is22s2p 3P state we recommend
scaling Younger"s[22] results for CIII.

5. Boron-like ions - B I

(a) Excitation

We recommend new R-matrix calculation^23! at low energy and Clark at high
energies (above 5 times threshold). The calculations differ by small or
large (factor of 2) amounts depending on the transition. Dr. K. Berrington
will check all results. Given the disagreement with experiment of factor of
3-5, the accuracy of the recommended data may be low.

(b) Ionization

For isoelectronic ions CII and NIII good agreement is found between
experimentt24^ and theoryt25]. We recommend scaling the CII results
of Moores[25], v/e note that for this sequence any calculation should
include both

BI Is22s22p •• BII Is2 2s2 IS

• BII Is2 2s2P (1,3P)

Remark. All recommended ionisation cross sections in this report are intended
to update and supersede the recommendations in the report by Bell et alt2^]
(1982).

Dielectronic Recombination. We recommend the rate coefficients for this
process calculated for this meeting by Pindzola and Badnellt27! for the Be
and B sequences in a zero-density limit.
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